
“Germanic” Structure versus “American”

Texture in German High-Rise Building

“Germanican” SStme

A few weeks after the unification of the two Germanies, the “GermanGicG 

”  SctcurcvscuinrS published a supplement which presented architectural 

visions for Germany's future capital sketched by international star

architects. Most imagined a new scale, a skyline represented by sky

scrapers. But, in reality, the "master plan" for Berlin developed over the 

last decade aims instead at the reconstruction of the city's historic (sev

enteenth- to nineteenth-century) ground plan and restricts the height of 

new buildings to the traditional measure of twenty-two meters. Since 

reunification, only a few modest-scale high-rise buildings have been 

built, on the Potsdamer Platz. A few more are to be added here and there, 

to keep up a little bit with international standards.1 This lessening of 

ambitions is not only the result of vanishing hopes for glorious economic 

growth in Berlin; it also results from an enduring struggle for historical 

and national identity which always distrusted the Babylonian symbols of 

"Metropolis," as Fritz Lang had depicted them in his famous 1926 film.2 

My argument is less about the well-known general objection to the 

importation of American skyscrapers, which, up to the 1960s, was more 

or less characteristic of all nations in "old Europe." Rather, I am con

cerned here with architectural language and style, especially in regard to 

structure, texture, and their ideological implications. By "structure" I 

mean the parading of the tectonic forces of construction, by "texture" the 

surface modeling of the facades, which is more or less dependent on the 

structure. Sometimes, tectonics are exhibited by unveiling construction 

and material, but (as we will see) much more often by dressing up mod

ern steel or concrete skeletons with ashlar, thus representing historic or 

abstract monumental orders. Texture, in a dialectic response, might sup

port this fiction of "firmitas" by pattern, rhythm, color, or material—or 

counteract construction in favor of the effects of plastic volume and pure 

surface.

An attempt to establish a political iconography for German high-rise 

buildings, based on an attitude towards tectonics, might seem outdated 

to postmodern eyes. But by sketching, however briefly, the changing 

contexts and discourses up to nineteenth-century Romantic classicism, I 

hope to provide a better historical understanding of the rivalry between 

"conservative" and "progressive" formal languages in German postwar 
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architecture. Because of its representational and ideological (rather than 

realistic) aspects, being more concerned with collective memory than 

with architecture as constructive art, this subject is not touched upon in 

Kenneth Frampton's thorough study of the “poetics of construction" 

(1995).4

If we compare two famous competitions of 1921-22, the Chicago 

Tribune Tower Competition and the Skyscraper Competition for Berlin's 

Friedrichstrasse, we might be surprised at the extent to which, in the 

Chicago case, modern steel and concrete skeletons were interpreted as 

Gothic or classic, not only in structure but also by the application of 

stylistic detail and historic texture. The Berlin competition, by contrast, 

drew almost exclusively modernist proposals. The discussion about the 

necessity to abandon historic style after World War I in Germany was so 

advanced that nobody dared to present a skyscraper in historic costume.5 

But it was not so easy to abandon history and meaning: verticalism in 

construction was transformed into a Gothic-Expressionist idiom, invest

ing the new challenge of height with a neo-Romantic, even mystic spirit.6 

Because of the nationalist connotations of Gothic style, those high-rises 

actually built, such as Fritz Hbger's Generalanzeiger in Hannover (1927), 

have convincingly been interpreted as a "Germanization of the sky

scraper," something postulated by the nationalist newspaper ATxxuxHgc 

scuinrS as early as 1922.7 We also find hardly any examples of neo

classical style, as in Chicago. More typical for Germany are the different 

attempts to avoid or at least to modernize classical form and structure, for 

example in Otto Kohtz's pyramidal-cubic tower compositions.

The most radical denial of tectonic structure is of course the curtain 

wall, which forms a homogeneous skin, producing effects of reflected 

light, shade, and color on monumental abstract spaces, while the vertical 

tectonic skeleton is pushed back into the interior.8 It was in the United 

States that the curtain wall was first invented for industrial buildings as 

a fagade aesthetically independent of tectonic construction. In Germany, 

it had been applied to civil construction by the end of the nineteenth 

century9 and introduced by Walter Gropius as a basic feature of modern 

style as early as 1911, although still in an industrial context.10 As an 

all-over system for the texture of high-rise buildings, it was first proposed 

by Mies van der Rohe in his famous glass tower project for the Friedrich

strasse competition 1921-22 (Figure 1). Except for a few experiments, for 

instance the new Bauhaus building in Dessau, the curtain wall system did 

not really succeed. Among seventy German high-rise buildings built be

fore 1945 there is not one single curtain-wall construction.11 Aside from 

the serious air conditioning problems demonstrated by Le Corbusier's 

applications in Paris and Moscow in the early 1930s,12 the failure of the 

new texture was certainly due to the neutralizing abstract message of its
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aesthetics: it lacked representational ties to earth, region, tradition, and 

nation.

When tensions between modernist and conservative building ideolo

gies became more brutal in Germany and, after 1933, were decided by 
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Nazi building regulations, the American skyscraper was at first com

pletely rejected as commercial, materialistic, and un-German.13 Alfred 

Rosenberg, a chief Nazi propagandist, had condemned American models, 

but as early as 1930 he acknowledged the challenge for National Socialist 

architecture, especially in relation to his demand for enhanced monu- 

mentality through the solemn isolation of the building.14 Accepted after 

1937 in order to add landmarks of power to the new Nazi building plans, 

high-rise buildings were supposed to emulate neo-classical patterns 

deeply rooted in German building tradition rather than the Gothic- 

Expressionist idiom or the abstract modernism of the hated Weimar Re

public.

Nazi architecture produced no homogeneous style but rather differ

ent "modes," according to a revived hierarchy of building functions. 

Industrial construction deliberately continued many international mod

ernist achievements. In the country, for youth organizations as well as 

private housing, buildings looked back to regional traditions and the 

materials propagated by the hcuteixHgni-RcBcSnrS since 1900. For stately 

architecture and memorials, the classical tradition provided models.15 

Moreover, this mode was also inspired by prehistoric Celtic and Ger

manic monuments lhu rcrSGeRcadf which had previously been glorified by 

the Romantics in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.16 In 

fact, although the heroic vocabulary of Nazi architecture was already in 

place by the end of the Weimar Republic, it was pushed to an extremity 

of articulation, which has to be read in the context of the racist ideology 

of National Socialism.1' Generally, the "heroic style" of Nazi architecture 

was inspired by the Greeks and Romans, by French "revolutionary ar

chitecture" and, of course, by the "Prussian Style," which had already 

been canonized by Arthur Moeller van den Bruck during World War I 

and included the tradition from Friedrich Gilly, Friedrich Weinbrenner, 

Karl-Friedrich Schinkel, and Leo von Klenze up to neo-classicists like 

Peter Behrens and the young Wilhelm Kreis.18 It was Gilly in particular 

who was celebrated as a hero and forefather of contemporary architec

ture; his famous Academy project—a Monument for Frederick the Great 

(1797)—influenced several plans for war memorials and celebration halls 

by Wilhelm Kreis and Hanns Dustmann.19 Albert Speer, at least in his 

memoirs, saw himself as a successor to Gilly and Karl Friedrich Schinkel, 

from whom he borrowed several motifs and details—abstracted, of 

course, from their structural context and human scale. He also pitied 

himself because Hitler, an admirer of Vienna's Ringstrasse, had no sense 

for Prussian virtues in architecture. For Speer, Hitler's demands led him 

down a false path towards gargantuan splendor and historicist eclecti

cism.21’ Klenze also became an important model for Nazi architecture, 

notably on account of his national monuments Walhalla (1830—42) and 
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Befreiungshalle (1847-63), but even more so for his view that monuments 

needed not just memories but rites,21 and, even more importantly, for his 

cultural and racist interpretation of tectonics.

Surprisingly, the imitation of classicist models was explicitly rejected 

during the Nazi period. "Those who speak of neo-classicism have not 

understood the spirit of our buildings," wrote Rudolf Wolters in 1943.22 

In 1936, orders were given to architectural journalists—perhaps by Hitler 

himself in his role as the patron of German building (Figure 2), but more 

likely by Alfred Rosenberg, who was responsible for the ideological edu

cation of the NSDAP—to avoid any terminological allusions to the clas

sical tradition, which had long been identified with humanist and even 

democratic values.23 Instead, they were to emphasize the Germanic and 

martial roots of Nazi architecture.24 The propaganda term coined to serve 

this goal was based not on style but on structure: wcGteruxHgcvkcmiTrum 

(Germanic tectonics).25 The man who promoted this concept, a reference 

to Karl Botticher's book kcmiTrumvocGvhc  crcr (1842-44), was the art his

torian Hans Kiener in Munich, a disciple of Heinrich Wolfflin and a 

specialist in German Romantic classicism, which prefigures Nazi archi

tectural ideology in important ways.26 So before we finally return to the 

subject of high-rise buildings, we have to step back once more.

The key to understanding early nineteenth-century German classi

cism is the struggle of Gilly, Schinkel, Klenze, and their colleagues to 

escape sentimental imitations of the classical past and to invent a new 

architecture. This architecture was to serve contemporary functions and 

modern ideas based on classical principles, but principles beyond the 

rules of Vitruvius (which had been proved wrong by the critics of the 

Enlightenment). They found their answer by analyzing the Greek temple 

as the most perfect manifestation of "Greek tectonics," a term introduced 

by the archaeologist Karl Otfried Muller in 1830. 7 Greek tectonics had 

already been discussed around 1820, by philosophers like Schelling and 

Schopenhauer and by many architects. They saw Greek tectonics as a 

harmonized equilibrium between contradictory physical and mental po

tentialities: the upright column as force, resistance, or a metaphor for the 

human will; the horizontal entablature as the counterpoint to gravity; and 

the visible balance itself, represented in particular by the entasis and the 

capital, as the expression of the freedom of man, who, as Schinkel and 

Klenze argued, is able to reconcile spirit and matter.28

But how could a general discussion about structure be transformed 

into a national argument, urgently needed in the process of nation

building after the German wars of liberation against Napoleon? It was 

Leo von Klenze who, based on contemporary ethnology, tried to prove in 

1821 that, rather than Gothic Romanticism, Greek tectonics should serve 

as the genuine principle for a national German style. His argument:
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Greeks and Germans were believed to derive from the same prehistoric 

Indo-Germanic tribes who had originated in India or the Caucasus and 

migrated to Greece and northern Europe. Thus, the Greek temple not 

only appeared related to Alpine houses, but also to megalithic monu

ments like Stonehenge, which was based on the same tectonic principle29 

(certainly the recent archaeological revelation, which identified the skel

eton of the "builder" of Stonehenge as a foreigner from the South would 

have given satisfaction to Klenze). In the early 1860's, Klenze tried to 

support his idea of Greco-Germanic tectonics with racist arguments.30 

Having read the cultural theories of Comte de Gobineau and Ernest 

Renan,31 he attributed the architecture of Asia Minor (which he classified 

as "artless") to the Semitic race, whereas buildings based on the prin

ciples of Greek tectonics were credited to the Aryan race, which he con

sidered superior.32

Nazi propagandists inverted this Romantic theory, claiming that the 

classical culture of Greece originated in the prehistoric North (Rosen

berg). By considering those "extraordinary ice-age heroes" from the 

North Pole as their ancestors, the Germans should cut any ties to the Latin 

humanist tradition.33 It was not only Walther von Fritschen's book ATr 

ocrixHgcGv,enmnrxi (1939)—which illustrates how the Greek temple de

rived from the Germanic ATG enRcrgenx (Figure 3)—that profited from 

Klenze's Indo-Germanic theories.34 Klenze's first biographer, the same 

Hans Kiener who propagated the term "Germanic tectonics," also found 

support for his anti-Semitic architectural propaganda in Klenze's docu

ments, thus legitimizing Paul Ludwig Troost's completion of Klenze's 

Konigsplatz in Munich as a National Socialist "Acropolis Germaniae" (Fig

ure 4).35

If there was a common principle to the "modes" of Nazi architecture, 

it was the deliberate parading of tectonics wherever possible. Texture, 

material, and form could vary in relation to the purpose and message, 

however fictional. The supporting skeleton or applied portico could be 

exhibited by simplified classical columns without entasis, as in Paul Lud

wig Troost's Haus der Kunst in Munich (1934-37), which often is unfairly 

compared to the ionic subtlety of Schinkel's Aites Museum in Berlin 

(1826-30). More frequently we find sharp cut square pillars, either with 

capital and fluting, as in Troost's Ehrentempeln in Munich (1934), or 

covered with archaic granite, as in Albert Speer's Reichskanzlei in Berlin 

(1938). Sometimes they were even more sublime, stripped of any orna

ment, as in the Wehrkreiskommando Kassel (1937). Other times, they 

were more practical, covered by brick, their authoritarian character trans

lated into the modern functional language of industrial architecture, as in 

Herbert Rimpl's Heinkelwerke Oranienburg (1936). Characteristic of Na

tional Socialist ideology, tectonic motifs ranged from refined classical
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tradition to archaic brutalism. Rosenberg even justified the deliberate 

omission of the classical capital, which expressed the humanism of Greek 

tectonics. For Rosenberg, the subtle classical transition between pressing 

weight and supporting pillar, a softened harmony, should be replaced by 

an open confrontation of forces, hard like fists, piling up stone by stone.36

As Hermann Giesler (Speer's rival) stated in his memoirs, Hitler ex

plicitly postulated such visible tectonics for his high-rise buildings as 

well, which were to be constructed in steel and concrete but dressed in 

stone as symbols of power and eternity.3' Some unrealized projects from 

the late 1930s—Giesler's National Socialist Party school in Seebruck 

(Bavaria), his entrance towers for Munich's new axis, Wilhelm Kreis's 

Army Headquarters (which would have measured 17 floors and 156 

meters), or other high-rises for Berlin's transformation into the new capi

tal "Germania"38—all followed the same model: a monumentality in ma

terial and tectonic structure that overemphasizes the strength of the cor

ner pylons by squeezing the receding central window-grid, while (in 

contrast to the typical Art Deco structure of American skyscrapers) the 

vertical forces are heavily balanced by horizontal entablatures, cornices, 

and attics. They are then adorned with monumental eagles by Arno
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Breker or with a statue of a giant warrior (Figure 5). Again it was an art 

historian, Hans Gerhard Evers, who theorized in his famous book kTof 

peHgivnrovbent (1939) that tectonics in columns, piers, and pillars illus

trate the laws of authority, power, order, respect, and obedience to the 

community, rather than the laws of physical gravity and human freedom.39
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Although the propagandistic discourse of National Socialist architec

ture collapsed in 1945, its architectural language and "what it betrays" (to 

quote Panofsky) obviously died much more slowly. After liberation by 

the allies, the skyscraper became a symbol of (West) Germany's accep
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tance of Western economic and democratic values, yet all of Germany's 

important modernists had emigrated. Rebuilding, as Werner Durth has 

demonstrated, was largely administered by experts who had been promi

nent representatives of the Nazi regime, or at least collaborators.40 Hence 

the question of continuity versus radical change after 1945 has been 

widely debated. Both were evident in the forthcoming "battle" between 

modernists and conservatives.41

The surviving patterns of "Germanic tectonics" were adapted to new 

political contexts after 1945, but the conviction that, in addition to 

"power" and "sublimity," they also best expressed the German national 

character still seemed valid. The office building for the Gerling-Konzern 

in Cologne (1950-53) is closely related to Giesler's and Kreis's high-rise 

projects by its strong corner pylons and sharp cut square piers in the 

colonnades, as well as by its sublime cover of dark and light limestone. 

Although shaped as an upright cube and rather abstract in its vocabulary, 

the Gerling-Konzern building still aims at an emotional representation of 

tectonics, especially when illuminated in the manner of Albert Speer's 

lighting effects (Figures 6 and 7). The official architect was the relatively 

unknown Erich Hennes, but it was the owner Hans Gerling himself and 

Arno Breker, Hitler's favorite monumental sculptor and former partner of 

Kreis, who surveyed the "Endlosung" [sic] of the whole project.42 As a 

close friend of Hans Gerling, Breker remained in charge of the Gerling 

buildings up to the 1970s. It is interesting to observe how he assimilated 

his stylistic language to a more modernist appearance as Gerling devel

oped into a more international company. For the Gerling office in Dus

seldorf (1957-58), Breker used a round twin pier to form an upright grid, 

which had become the most conventional facade pattern during the 

1950s. In pre-postmodern times, it certainly was read as an unbroken 

belief that tectonic values transcend constructive needs, something which 

Breker still seemed to share with Giesler in 1977.43

It was not only Wilhelm Kreis himself who returned to pylon struc

ture in his proposals for high-rise buildings at the Rochusmarkt in Dus

seldorf (1949-51 ).44 Hermann Henselmann, an industrial architect during 

the Nazi period and later a leading exponent of socialist planning in the 

German Democratic Republic, also employed it in his apartment tower on 

Weberwiese near East Berlin's Stalinallee (later, Karl-Marx-Allee, 1951). 

Originally conceived in an international modernist idiom, by 1950 the 

style of the socialist "Magistrale" had to be modified according to Stalin's 

policy of Socialist Realism, which meant "democratic" and "socialist" in 

regard to program, but "national" in regard to form.45 That same year, 

Lothar Bolz, East Germany's construction minister, published a demand 

to take up national traditions in his book ATrvocnixHgctv,encry' But 

Henselmann's apartment building only unites the memory of tectonic
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development of the Stalinallee, this playful mode had to give way to a 

more heroic neo-classical historicism.47

The assimilation of Germanic tectonics to the needs of Western post

war society can be observed in the high-rise buildings of Broker's friend 

Hanns Dustmann, as Eva Maria Krausse-Jiinemann has recently shown in 

her thesis on this architect's varied career.48 Dustmann, a chief collabo
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rator in Gropius's office, became the official architect of the Hitler-Jugend 

soon after 1933. While on Albert Speer's staff, he also planned Nazi 

monuments. Although Speer was imprisoned after the war because of his 

role as minister of armaments, another prominent member of his staff, 

Friedrich Tamms, was appointed as a building surveyor in Dusseldorf in 

1948. There, he started a network for his Nazi friends, including Kreis, 

Breker, and Dustmann, who became one of the Rhineland's most suc

cessful architects for banks and insurance buildings. He contributed to 

that special solemn and conservative modernist style (dozens of examples 

survive in many German towns) which, in my opinion, distinguishes the 

1950s in Germany: functionalist concrete-skeleton cubes dressed with 

stone, and vertical grid facades filled in with golden elongated metal 

windows, emphasizing a clear hierarchy. Moreover Dustmann and his 

"conservative" colleagues could not do without features of monumental 

tectonic structure and allusions to classical frieze and entablature, even if 

they were only ornamental (as in his Vereinigte Glanzstoff-Fabriken AG 

in Wuppertal, 1952-57) or nearly abstract (as in his later administration 

tower for the energy trust RWE in Essen, 1959-62).49

One way to rescue the representation of tectonics in more liberal 

times was to expel strict urbanistic symmetry from monumental struc

tures, or to give a flying roof some extravagant, more or less "organic" 

form. This was exemplified by the Allianz tower in Berlin (1953-55) by 

Alfred Gunzenhauser and Paul Schwebes, who also had worked under 

Speer,50 and by Ernst Nolte's bank building for the Stadtsparkasse in 

Cologne (1955-57).51 It took several years before Dustmann and the oth

ers finally adopted the "American" texture of the curtain wall, which for 

their clients now became a testimony to their orientation towards the 

"American way of life."52

The curtain wall system, used by Mies in the United States from the 

late 1940s onward and popularized by Gordon Bunshaft for SOM in the 

Lever Building (1952),53 re-entered Germany in the mid-1950s as an 

American import. Already in 1948, an exhibition arranged by the Mu

seum of Modern Art—"In USA erbaut 1932-1944"—tried to fill the gap in 

information about new American architecture and to set up new models 

of International Style. SOM, which also built the American consulates in 

Bremen and Dusseldorf, especially helped to identify dominating glass 

fagades as typically "American," interpreting their transparency as 

"democratic"—a metaphor that remained valid up to the 1980s, as Hein

rich Wefing has recently shown.54

As early as 1952, strong resistance from modern architects emerged 

against the Nazi conspiracy in Dusseldorf and produced remarkable 

results.55 Among the first fully glazed German skyscrapers was the 

Mannesmann-Hochhaus by Paul Schneider-Esleben (1955-56), which, in 
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opposition to Tamms's demand for monumentality, was innovative in its 

use of thin tubes (i.e. symbols of corporate identity) for the skeleton.56 The 

elegant curtain wall construction of the Thyssen-building in Dusseldorf 

by Helmut Hentrich and Hubert Petschnigg (1957-60)—the future world- 

famous partnership HPP—became even more important for develop

ments in Germany.57 Both architects were admirers of SOM's Lever 

building and Mies's Seagram building, which they each visited separately 

in 1955.58 Schneider-Esleben, who also contacted Mies and studied his 

Lake Shore Drive apartments, had started building shortly after the war. 

Hentrich, who had studied under Poelzig before the war, admired Mies 

and then contributed to Speer's giant plans for Berlin. In his Trinkaus 

bank building in Dusseldorf (1951), he still clung to the tectonic system. 

Speer himself commented from prison in 1955 that its double-pier struc

ture reminded him of Kreis's army headquarters project OKH (Figure 

5).59 Nevertheless, Hentrich succeeded already in his early projects to 

turn the demonstrative representation of tectonics into a poetics of con

struction. Mies himself, a true German idealist, had long pondered the 

artistic problem of how to unite texture with structure, skin with skeleton, 

as an expression of clarity and truth.60
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In postwar Germany, and especially in Berlin, the reception of the 

new "American" achievement still meant something more than an ex

pression of modernity, attacked by conservatives as "monotony" and 

"uniformity."61 Willy Kreuer, whose early projects in the 1930s also re
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fleeted the tectonic style, combined both principles in his Mining and 

Metallurgy Building for the Technical University of Berlin (1955-59). He 

framed the long sides with thin steel piers carrying the flying roof, but 

exhibited the first curtain in Berlin towards the square (Figure 8). In 

contemporary discourse, this building's modern aesthetic was under

stood to symbolize West Berlin's superiority as a frontier of the Free 

World, surrounded by communism (at the time, represented by the neo- 

classicism of the Stalinallee).62 There were a few attempts to escape 

American influence by looking to alternatives from Italy or France.63 But 

by the early 1960s, we can see the triumph of the curtain wall in every 

German town. Nowhere was it as programmatically “American" as in 

West Berlin's Europa-Center, designed by HPP (1963-65). The center 

(Figure 9) was an American commercial enterprise and served as the 

keystone for the Western postwar business city, dominated thus far by 

the formal influence of Le Corbusier.64 A naive Cold War-era postcard 

proudly shows the new skyscraper, crowned by the Mercedes star, as a 

Western landmark in the divided city, while the historic (at that time 

communist) town center behind the Brandenburg Gate does not even 

exist (Figure 10).65

When the Europa Center was outdone by a communist curtain wall 

hotel tower on the Alexanderplatz in 1967,66 it marked the end of the 

transatlantic dialogue through architectonic language. Curtain walls now 

could no longer be read as strictly "American." Rather, as in the 1920s, 

they again signified modernity, technical progress, and the search for 

political equality within the new context of international competition 

between "systems." It thus opened the door for postmodern criticism of 

its artistic deficiencies.
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